Italy & Austria
14 days

Number of people travelling: 10 adults
Tentative dates of travel: May / June 2017

Number of vehicles: 2 private 9-seater vans
Fly in: Florence
Fly out: Vienna

Accommodation: private resort or villas or superior 4-star hotels, twin
rooms with matrimonial beds.
Meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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Unforgettables

Florence at dusk from breath-taking Piazzale Michelangelo.
Chianti area in Tuscany, a perfect combination of pure scenery, relax and
adventure. Like nowhere else.
Civita di Bagnoregio, the city floating in the air.
Ravenna and the magic of fairy-tale ancient burghs of Romagna, immersed in
vineyards and sunflower fields.
Alpine lakes on the border with Switzerland and Austria, among snowcapped
peaks and lunar landscapes.
The Three Peaks of Lavaredo: north Italy at its best.

Innsbruck, Salzburg, Vienna: no country waltzes so effortlessly between the
urban and the outdoors as Austria. One day you’re cresting alpine summits, the
next you’re swanning around imperial Vienna.
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Tour at a glance

Chianti, between Florence and Tuscia: 4 nights, covering Florence,
Tuscany, Orvieto, Civita di Bagnoregio, Lake Bolsena, Tuscia.
Ravenna: 2 nights, covering Ravenna, Bertinoro and Romagna burghs.

Val Pusteria (Italian Alps): 3 nights, covering Italian Alps and Dolomiti
Lakes, Tre Cime di Lavaredo, Sesto, san Candido, Cortina D’ampezzo.
Innsbruck: 2 nights, covering Innsbruck and surroundings, Salzburg.
Vienna: 2 nights, covering Vienna and surroundings.
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DAY 1 Airport pick-up and transfer to your private
villa in Chianti (Florence).
Overnight: Chianti

DAY 2 Orvieto, Civita di Bagnoregio, Lake Bolsena,
Capodimonte, Marta, Bolsena.
Overnight: Chianti

DAY 3 Florence, Santa Maria Novella, Duomo, Piazza
della Signoria, Piazza Della Repubblica, Ponte
Vecchio, Piazzale Michelangelo
Overnight: Chianti
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DAY 4 Siena and Chianti interior, San Gimignano and
the world’s most famous vineyards.
Overnight: Chianti

DAY 5 Transfer to Ravenna and visit of the city, its
world-famous
mosaics,
surrounding
and
activities.
Overnight: Ravenna

DAY 6 Bertinoro and the enchanting burghs of Ancient
Romagna.
Overnight: Ravenna
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DAY 7 From Ravenna, transfer to Val Pusteria,
towards Austria, in the most stunning part of the
Italian Alps.
Overnight: Val Pusteria (Italian Alps)

DAY 8 Visit of the area, especially Lake Braies and
activities.
Overnight: Val Pusteria (Italian Alps)

DAY 9 A day devoted to the scenery of Alpine Lakes,
each one different and unique, and reaching the
top of the «Tre Cime di Lavaredo» (Lavaredo
Peaks).
Overnight: Ravenna (Italian Alps)
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DAY 10 From Val Pusteria, transfer to Innsbruck
(Austria) and visit of the capital of Austrian
Tyrol.
Overnight: Innsbruck

DAY 11 Another day devoted to the stunning natural
beauties on the mountains surrounding Innsbruck,
and activities.
Overnight: Innsbruck

DAY 12 From Innsbruck, transfer to Vienna with a
stopover on the way to Salzburg for a complete
visit of the city.
Overnight: Vienna
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DAY 13 Visit of Schonbrunn Palace and the main
attractions of Vienna, including the worldfamous Prater.
Overnight: Vienna

DAY 14 Last day in Vienna and transfer to
international airport for your onward journey.
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We include in your travel
•All accommodation in superior tourist class 4 star or similar, resorts or private villas of equal or
superior standard, on twin sharing basis (matrimonial or double rooms) with breakfast.
•Private transportation by chauffeured vehicle at the exclusive disposal of the group for the whole
duration of the tour from pick-up to farewell.
•Any other transportation (boat, private boat, shutlle, ferry) listed in the tour activities.
•Access to all the sightseeing areas listed in the tour.
•All excursions/activities listed in your tour plan.
•Constant presence of a tourist guide/driver/interpreter during all your tour.
•24hrs. logistical and language assistance.
•All expenses related to transport: parking fees, highway tolls etc.
•All expenses related to the presence of your guide.
•Tourist sojourn taxes in all the localities.
•All meals (pure vegetarian): lunch and dinner for the whole duration of the tour, as specified in
“FOOD”.
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Useful information

14 days
FOOD

Our tours offer pure vegetarian options:
Local food, according to availability at each site: pasta and pizza, soups, steamed/fried/roasted
vegetables, tapas, veg lasagna, baked potatoes, panini and sandwiches, veg. tortillas different
preparation of rice, several types of cheese, several types of white and brown bread, yogurt, salads, fruit
salads, cakes and pastries. And dozens of vegetarian regional specialties. Continental breakfast or buffet
breakfast. Available also coffee and cappuccino, tea, croissants, bread with butter and jam/honey, fruits,
yogurt.
Optional: drinks other than natural mineral water.
ADDITIONAL INFO

•Single rooms can be arranged at an extra cost.
•All fares, activities and conditions listed in this travel plan are subject to availability, season, weather
conditions and force majeure.
•IMPORTANT: water activities and other activities (boat trips etc.) are subject to weather. In case of
unfavourable weather, these activities may or may not be cancelled. This will depend exclusively on the
service providers, whose decisions are not questionable. Olivedays is not responsible for third parties’
decisions, cannot influence them in any way and cannot refund unused activities in case of force majeure.
•Kindly note that hotels in listed localities are offered subject to availability at the time of reservation.
Should these not be available, we will offer hotels of similar quality in a similar location.
•IMPORTANT: European cities and islands impose strict restrictions on traffic. Your tour plan will have to
comply with them.
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Additional information
•Hotels, restaurants and group menus, activities once booked may not be changed. Any variation of
these will be at the guests’ expense.
•Any unutilized services remains nonrefundable.
•Should the tour coincide with a trade fair or any other special event we reserve the right to
accommodate the group outside of the affected areas and/or advise a supplement.
•In case of groups of 15 or larger, we reserve to accommodate guests in different hotels, without
affecting the tour activities.
•Should there be any change in Government taxes we reserve the right to pass on any increases to
you.
•Breakfast time is according to hotels’ rules and policy. Early or late breakfasts outside hotel’s
breakfast time may not be possible or may incur supplements.
•Kindly note that hotels and vehicles shown to you in previous tentative itineraries are only meant to
give an exhaustive idea of the kind of accommodation and transport we offer. While we guarantee
this quality standard under any circumstances, only at the time of actual booking will we be able to
give you final options.

